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TRACTION
 

 SYSTEM DRIVE 

MOTOR
VACUUM
DRIVE  SYSTEM 

 
 2000

 
 

 36VDC HP3.5RPM 

Equipped

  manoeuverability. increasing and move the on
 while direction change to switch forward/reverse with

 use of ease for System Drive Traction with

   

   cleaning.
 and removal easy for bag vacuum toaccess Allows

   
 

 PORTHOLE LARGE

 
  FULLY  LIFTER HEAD ADJUSTABLE 

Easily
 .easy andfast  pads changing makes and

 polishing,while  pressure less or more for adjusted

 

 
 

 PRESSUREPAD 
 
12kg  18kg ~

PAD  SIZE 
BATTERY  TYPE 

  BATTERY  TIME RUN 

BATTERY  CHARGER 

  

PAD  SPEED  2000  RPM

The

 Distributors. 120 over with Australia over all available Parts built. and designed 
 
All-Australian

  efficiently. spaces tight cleaning of capable
 diameter swing smaller a for allows and transport multi-storey for elevators most into fit

 to able is body compact Its easy. and fast pads changing makes and polishing, while pressure)
 less or more (for adjusted be can which lifter, head adjustable electronic full a has stealth The

 
  anywhere. anytime, charge

 to ready is Stealth the charger, battery on-board an with Equipped  floor. the with contact
 and pressure down maximise to head floating a with 2000rpm at spins motor HP3.5Its 

 
Eliminate

 
  charge. single a on operation continuous

 of hours 2 approximately of capable battery a with cords power of hazards the 

  behind. dust of trace no leaving system vacuum
 driven belt passive a with equipped comes burnisher floor powered battery Stealth 36V 

36V  brake with system drive Traction 
Passive  impellor plastic with centrifugal, driven belt 

61  Inches) (24 CM 
36V  Batteries) AGM 6V x (6 
Approximately  charge single a on hours 2 
On-board  charger battery built-in 

REAA  COVERAGE 2,900  hr per ft sq 31,200 / meters square 
  

FLOATING  HOLDER PAD HEAD   
 The

 pressure pad constant maintains andsurface 
                 flooruneven  for compensates head floating


